
Dossier on the Institutional
Debate: An Introduction

The tit le of the fi lm and video whose text we publish here is not, in fact,
Teleaision, but Psychoanaltsis. Thus it is by the name of the cultural apparatus
which first disseminated the interview withJacques Lacan that Psychoanaltsis is
popularly known. If this small fact seems to have a significance beyond the in-
formation it imparts, this is because we can recognize it as a metaphor for the
reception of Lacan's work in general. It is principally through his contributions
to cultural theory-to theories of fi lm, television, l iterature, and art-that his
reputation has be en established in this country. In France, too - as elsewhere -
a large part of the audience "tuned in" to Lacan has always been composed of
nonanalysts. But while the expansion of this audience beyond simply the clinical
community has sparked the vigorous and enthusiastic retheorization of disparate
disciplines, it has also occasioned a global fear: that each individual discipline
is thereby reduced to some supposed lowest common denominator - language -
and submitted to a master discourse-psychoanalysis. That which is feared to
be lost is not only the specificity of disciplines, but also (although these should
not be gonsidered completely separate issues) the polit ical force of analysis.

There are numerous arguments which may be summoned against what
we might call this "televisual" fear that psychoanalysis addresses all in general
in order to say nothing in particular. All we can hope to do here, however, is to
highlight the relation of Lacan's theorization of language to the political question
of the institution, or of disciplines. This dossier on the "institutional debate" is
offered not merely to give a brief history of Lacan's struggle with the specific
institution of psychoanalysis, but also to make available, through translation,
additional texts in which Lacan's definition of the relation of language to insti-
tution is shown to be consequential.

Lacan does not present his "materialist" theory of language in answer to a
question about ultimate elements; it is therefore a distortion to characterize his
position as the assumption that "everything is language." His theory answers
different questions, among them those raised by the Soviet l inguistic debate
about the place of language in the base/superstructure model of social relations.
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As Lacan reminds us in his "Responses to Students in Philosophy ," the

mater ia l is t  posi t ion was f ixed in 1928 by N. Y. Marr,  who concluded that lan-

guage *.. i part of the superstructure, that is, that it was a direct reflection of

ilass struggle, of the social determinations of the base. Rather than a national

Ianguage, ihen, there were thought to be class languages, just as in Lysenko's

u..o,1rrt there were thought to be class sciences. Twenty-two years later, this

solution was emended by Stalin, who pointed matter-of-factly for counterproof

to the continuity of the Russian language despite the social changes brought

about by the Revolution. Having removed language from the suPerstructure'

Stalin was prohibited, nevertheless, from assigning it to the base, since he

believed thit language was in itself incapable of producing anything. Defined

as neither rrrp..strniture nor base - the only available alternatives in this

schema- language was emptied of all attributes and became in theory a purely

transparent instrument of communication. Against these problematic stances,

Lacan argues (and he is not alone in this) that language has its own level of

determinacy, that it is itself productive of effects.

It follows from this that an analysis of language, of any system of repre-

sentation, must proceed not by referring to some prior conditions of existence

whose expression the representation is taken to be. Rather the analysis proceeds

from the i.pr...ntution to a description of its determined effects. This is, in fact,

the way Lacan works, analyzing the unconscious not as an extradiscursive force

which governs the production of dreams, works of art, or everyday speech, but

u, ur, .*-..ntric effLct of these representations. Nor is an institution conceived

as an extradiscursive structure which controls the production of fi lms, for ex-

ample, or l iterature, or legal documents, but as itself composed in part of these

texts, as a system of relations discursively ordered.

It would be precipitous to conclude from this that language has been rede-

fined as the base, that the base/superstructure model has simply been inverted.

Of all those analyses which retain the subject as a unified field of the structure's

effects, this conclusion will be accurate. In Lacan's theory, however, the base/

supersrructure model no longer holds sway. The notion of strict determinism

which binds the model in place is routed by the serious attention given by Lacan

to the ineliminable opacity of language. The nondeterminist concept of cause

which he develops by means of the object petit a is one of his most important

and difficult coniepts. In marking the point of the subject's relation to the signi'

fying chain of sociil relations, it underscores the observation made by Bachelard

tirat-"duplicity is maladroit in its address." Where others will make the subject

the predltermined point, the addressee, of a socially established meaning, Lacan

will speak of the causation (not determination) of the subject by social relations

which fail to be reducible to the clarity of meanings and which therefore raise

the suspicion of subterfuge. Suspicion is not fact, and those who confound the

two in order not to be duped by language err by eliminating the complexity of

signifying relations and their effects'

When, in July 1953, the International Psycho-Analytical Association de-
cides not to recognize Lacan, Lagache, Dolto, Favez-Boutonnier, Reverchon-

louve (the analysts who have seceded from the Soci6t6 Psychanalytique de
Paris) as members of their institution, it depends for its justif ication on a meta-
phor of the family; of the il ls which befall the children of divorced parents. One
sees how quickly Lacan, in his "Rome Report" of September 1953, retaliates
against this metaphor, and with which weapon: the function and field of speech
and language in psychoanalysis. To find the terms institution and family com-
mutable is to presume that the one duplicates in miniature or in large the struc-
ture of the other. It is to subscribe to the belief that the function of the family in
society can be read off from its form, that family and social institutions, in fact,
conform to one another. For this to be so, at least one of the terms would have
to be denied its productivity, since it would have to have acquired its form
either from the other or from some third structure which fully contains and
determines both. This image of containment is shattered by the recognition of
the rhetorical force of language, which in denying all claims of a metalanguage
(that is, of a language which would signify nothing, nothing more than itsef )
denies to no institution its own level of determinacy. Psychoanalysis, then, is a
system of relations which does not borrow its form from the family. As a way of
avoiding the structural determination it implies, Lacan shifts his focus away
from the Oedipus complex by grounding his definition of psychoanalysis in the
signifying relation of the transference.

When Lacan makes his impromp* ..-u.Us to the students of the experi-
mental university at Vincennes, he comes fresh from his 1969 seminar L'enaers
de la psychanalysc, on the four discursive relations to knowledge: those of the
master' the university, the hysteric, and the analyst. This is his most overtly
polit ical seminar. The students have only recently participated in the struggles
of May'68, and are in the midst of that period of htablissementin which ull-,.t-
tellectual discourse began to be considered, by many students, dishonest and
oppressive, as opposed to the "authentic" discourse, the truth, spoken by the
working class. To counter the romantic assumption that all institutioni are
necessarily confining and the voluntarist notion that the imagination would be
free outside them, Lacan warns that the structures of institutions are not merely
imposed on otherwise freely existing practices. All practices are always part of
some institutional structure beyond which no practice, no crit ique, no speech is
possible. Institutions, as signifying practices, are much more extensive structures
than romantic notions allow and they thus implicate us in ways which narrower
definitions cannot recognize; they also cast doubt on the notion of class essen-
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t ialism which would seek truth in some 'innocent" group of people and rhe
naive notion of identification which imagines the possibil ity of emulating them.

It is to extend their scope that we wish to introduce Lacan's theory into
current discussions emerging from critiques of specific institutions. Lacan raises
serious questions for those critiques which take institutions-whether museums,
urban planning, television, or fi lm-as social spaces in which already existing
antagonisms are played out, interests are denied or fulfi l led, values upheld or
denigrated. No institution can be reduced to a mere reflection or tool of prior
intersubjective struggles. For such a reduction would fail to take account of the
determining action of the institution itself and of the way its operations exceed
any intersubjective intention or effect. Ironically, many current crit iques of in-
stitutions steer clear of psychoanalytic investigation, in order, one suspects, to
avoid the "privatized" realm of human intersubjectivity. They thus deprive rhem-
selves of the most rigorous and sustained attempt to theorize a nonpsychologistic,
nonformal subject and end by subscribing to a belief in an ahistorical subject
with fixed values, interests, and battles to fight. In opposition to the essentialism
of a "will to power" implied by these other analyses, Lacan insists on the consti-
tution of a "desire not to know"; and thus of a subject at odds with itself. In op-
position to the unity-if not always per sc, at least, pcr accidens-of the "subject
effect," Lacan elaborates a theory of a subject split between conscious and un-
conscious, effect not merely of an institution's meaning, but also of its complex
failures of meaning, its accidents.

Questioned about whether his admission that science always necessarily
relied on institutionally endorsed conventions of falsification made us prisoners
of these conventions, Karl Popper replied that we were prisoners only "in the
Pickwickian sense; if we try we can break out of our framework at any time."
By this he meant that conventions w-ere "user friendly," and that we could, with
conscious effort, always change our minds about them and remake them to our
needs. It is what we might call, in a slighdy different sense, Lacan's "Pickwickiann
recognition of the instability of language which warns us that, though we are
not prisoners of signifying conventions, revolution is nevertheless not perma-
nent; it involves the change of much more than our minds.

Joan Copjec

Most of the follouing documents wcre preaiousu published, along trith othns, as sup-
plements lo Ornicar? , the journal oJ the Champ freudien: La scission de 1953 appeared
in October 1976 as supplement to no. 7 andL'excommunication inJanuarl 1977 as
supplement to no. 8. The "Introduction to thc Names-ofthe-Father Seminar" is published
here for the jrst time. We wish to thank Jacques-Alain Miller for permission to publish
these documents.

Letter to Rudolph Loewenstein

My dear Loew,1

If I have not written you earlier concerning the - (l iterally) extravagant _
events that our group2 has just traversed, it is-for ..u.o.r, of'solidarity"*fri.f,
governed my behavior. for as long as I belonged to the group. That bond, as
you know, is now broken. I have let a few dt-ays elapse, as much in order to
allow the veritable sense of release brought by ihat break to produce its effects
as in order to devote myself, f irst off, to setting up a workini commurrity irr.t
promises to be most auspicious:3 unexpectedly so, I would sJy, had *. ,Joa.._
discovered precisely the fruit of our effor1 these last years, the meaning of our
work, the principles. of our teaching,_ in brief, 

",n..yihirrg 
that we thoright for

long months was going to be stolen fro- us and that wiuld have been,"in th.
most pernicious manner, for those whom we introduced to the discipline'of psy-
choanalysis.

Let it suffice for me to tell you that I inaugurated the scientif ic l ife of the
new Soci6td Frangaise de Psychanalyse last WeJnesday in the amphitheater of
the clinic-wrich you know, dear Loew, with a talk on ,lthe 

sl.mbolic, the imag-
inary, and the real,n before an audience of 63 individuals, oiwhom 45 have al_
ready declared their adherence, as candidates, to our teaching and our works.

Lagache,a whose rigorous conduct since the beginning oflur crisis has not
faltered, presided over the session. Should anyone"tell y6u that we represent
the clan of psychologists, don't believe a word of it: we will show vou. l ist i '

I Loewenstein' who wix Lacan's.training analyst from 1932 to 1938, was also the analyst of
th9 two other principles referred to in this ietter,'sacha N;.ht;"J Daniel Lagache. Boin inPoland, Loewensrein would.emigr.t. to Ni*-y"'l d;;i;i;il-w;;, ;;;;iJi|ijii#oir"cipal proponent of ego psycholo[7.
(The footnotes in thii dbsiier, . i i.pt those in brackets, were contributed byJefliey Mehlmar.)
? Soci6t6 Psychanalytique de Paris
3. Soci6t6 Frangaise de Psychanalvse
4' Daniel Lasache. a psyclroanalyst and Sorbonne professor, was a proponent of integratingpsychoanalysis i ito u g.n..ul theory ol f.y.tot"gy. H'. .u;-i; ' ,hJLr,,*,.ruty rne rnsrrrurronalethos best suited for guiaing the organiz'ation or11. t;;.t.. oip.|.iourr"ryrir.


